*Frosted Glass By Design* has a wide extensive range of coloured films that can transform and enhance a workspace or home environment.

Coloured (Translucent) Graphic Films come in over 60 translucent colours with simulated Pantone references. They are uniform in colour in both reflected and transmitted light with a low surface gloss to eliminate glare. Designed for either interior or exterior use, 3M translucent films are renowned for their unparalleled performance and are consistent from one application to the next.

Coloured translucent graphic films can be computer cut incorporating any design to enhance a workplace environment or a residential application to beautify or create privacy whilst allowing natural light to penetrate through the film.

Available also are coloured transparent films, these coloured films allow greater light transmission giving a stain glass appearance. Combining any combination of Frosted, Translucent & Transparent films together, computer cut to any design will enhance an area with colour & light.

*3M Warrants 3M Coloured (Translucent) Graphic Films, the warranty period varies depending on a number of factors, for example the exterior warranty is six years but interior locations (with no direct UV light) it would be expected to last for 15 years.*